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Aschaffenburg/Lippstadt. Even problems associated with patent
law can be brought closer to a resolution - quickly and safely. This
has now been confirmed by TAKATA AG, an international supplier
to the automotive industry. In this particular case the issues concerned
patent law and had to be clarified ahead of a new product de-
velopment. "Since our benchmarking measures also allowed us to
track patent rights, we were frequently in a position where we could
view all the relevant patents as a group, practically with a single
mouse click, in answer to a very particular question," remembers
Egon Schlett, who has been with TAKATA for 20 years as project
manager responsible for strategic benchmarking. TAKATA opted
for GOBENCH, the intelligent benchmarking system supplied by

INDEC GmbH & Co KG, a German company based in Lippstadt. Currently TAKATA uses
GOBENCH primarily for its product groups of airbags, seat belts and steering wheels.
The company is considering extending the system's application to other product groups,
including child seats, vehicle electronics and pedestrian protection.

TAKATA had recognized benchmarking as a competition-relevant discipline as early as
the 1990s, Schlett recalled. "Initially we used an ACCESS-based development of our
own, but soon reached the limits of consistent data management. This was because
TAKATA has an international presence. Access from overseas to a local database in
Aschaffenburg is impossible without some trickery to outwit the system - which of
course jeopardizes the security, integrity and consistency of data. The GOBENCH
system, on the other hand, runs via an internet browser, offering numerous additional
filters and functionalities. TAKATA soon decided to replace its own system with GOBENCH.
"The GOBENCH system was able to incorporate our own features; implementation by
INDEC advisers went perfectly smoothly, without any hiccups."

In early 2012 TAKATA switched over to GOBENCH IQ, the successor system. Its user
interface is noticeably easier and more intuitive. The system is operated by doctors of
engineering as well as by design draftsmen. TAKATA has opted for the reading portal
and has increased the number of users to 150, while at the same time reducing the
number of full licenses to 50. While TAKATA employees in the US were soon enthusiastic
about the new system, their Japanese colleagues were more reluctant early on. However,
when trial runs in Japan delivered very positive results, TAKATA's employees in Japan
were also won over and have been using the system rigorously since 2010. Benjamin
Ohm from INDEC: "It is very interesting for us to see how a system can connect a
business across continents and national cultures."

Benchmarking system even helps with patent issues
TAKATA has been using GOBENCH for over five years
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TAKATA's Senior Project Engineer, Jerome Bosch from Auburn Hill, Michigan, USA:
"GOBENCH IQ is accessible from anywhere in the world and allows us data sharing on
an international scale. What we appreciate is the flexibility of the database combined
with a much more organized structure of the data collected to allow easy comparisons."

He gave particular emphasis to the time-saving element: "With GOBENCH we reduce
specific searches and data collection from days (if at all possible) to minutes."

Schlett has identified some aspects of TAKATA's benchmark methodology that will also
give him something to work on: "We can use it to tease out some more potential benefits
that are quite simply inherent in the company's own application processes and disciplines;
GOBENCH IQ can do even more than we are currently getting out of it." Schlett can
see clear advantages in systematic, database-aided benchmarking: data collection is
standardized, storage is consistent, the data are quickly and globally accessible and
permit analyses to be carried out that, in the past, were only possible with the help of
individual know-how and therefore harbored a subjective bias.

About TAKATA
The internationally operating company specializes in the development and supply of
safety-relevant components for the automotive industry (airbags, steering wheels, seat
belts, electronics, sensor systems, child seats etc.). TAKATA AG has always been a
pioneer in and leading manufacturer of safety systems. TAKATA has set itself the goal
of always being the first to develop a new product in the safety sector. It is not least
for this reason that road accidents are carefully documented and analyzed from a range
of perspectives. The company's headquarters are in Japan and it also has bases in
Europe, Asia, Africa and America.

www.takata.com

About INDEC
Since 1998 INDEC has been operating worldwide as a developer of benchmarking
systems. The GOBENCH IQ system developed by INDEC provides management with
competitive analyses for locations, products, services, processes, patents, organizational
structures, employees and capital investment. GOBENCH facilitates complex decisions
regarding issues concerned with aspects such as product development, location analysis
and any decisions that involve precision, complexity, structure and transparency within
the scope of benchmarking.
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